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By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy

Several central banks eased policy last week. The RBNZ, Malaysia and Philippines all cut
benchmark rates to aid inflation and economic growth. The RBA didn’t cut, but the SMP was very
dovish. The inflation forecast was cut and is below the lower-end of the RBA’s CPI target range.
The market expects a 25bp chop by the August meeting at the latest and another by year-end.

Meanwhile, US monetary policy eased in the wake of the IoER cut. Effective FED Funds printed
2.38% Thursday which leaves Real Fed Funds some 6-7bp lower since the FOMC’s ‘technical
adjustment’ to reverse unwanted tightening. Job done.

Together does this represent a shift in how CBs are thinking ala lowflation? That is, direct action
instead of words. The US 10-YEAR BREAKEVEN rate has fallen 15bp in a little over two weeks to
sit at 1.85%. This implies lowflation is more than ‘transitory’ and if this continues, the market will
begin to worry more and more about inflation expectations becoming unanchored, which will
only serve to intensify belief that the next move by the Fed, in particular, will be to lower rates
(Jan20 Fed Funds prices 22bp of easing this year).

The Malaysian CB indicated it was trying to get out in front of any negative fallout from the trade
imbroglio caused by the Trump Twitter Feed and inability of the US and China to sort out their
differences. Risk assets look as though they are pricing for a deal. Of course, what that deal
entails is something else entirely. Hence, there is both no-deal, and bad-deal risk. There is also
how long will it take to get a deal risk (all starting to sound very Brexit-like). A lengthy set of
negotiations is likely to delay corporate investment that in turn damages manufacturing and
exports. UBS’ Paul Donovan notes:

‘Lengthy negotiations would stop the signs of economic stabilisation, and probably push global
growth below trend (after eight years of remarkable stability).’

No-deal and more angst therefore doesn’t bear thinking about. There is concern about the Rmb
weakening towards and possibly through 7 versus the Usd, a level that might induce large capital
outflows from China and in turn create negative vibes for many other EM FX (and global risk
assets). Perhaps this is something US negotiators have in mind. The Chinese, meanwhile, might
have the 2020 US Presidential election in mind. Trump has used the SPX as a gauge of his
Presidency’s success. If equities start to significantly suffer, from say profit erosion (this might not
start to happen for several months as new tariffs only hit goods leaving China from today), then
the White House might decide a quick deal is in its best re-election chances. In the meantime,
who knows who might be caught out if there is a sustained volatility spike.

So, lower inflation expectations and a potential hit to economic growth suggests more downside
pressure for bond yields. Although, this could all go away with one Tweet!

There is a great deal of negative impulses for the world’s central bankers to get their teeth into.

Back to Index Page
This is an excerpt from Marcus’ Week Ahead.  For the full piece see HERE.

https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/132614/IGM_Weekly_-_10_May_2019.pdf
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By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
US President Trump tweeted on 5 May that tariffs on the USD200bn in Chinese imports will rise
from 10% to 25% on 10 May and that an additional USD325bn of goods will get a 25% tariff
shortly.

Trump attributed his decision to the slower-than-expected progress of the US-China trade
negotiations and China's attempt to renegotiate. US Trade Representative Lighthizer and US
Treasury Secretary Mnuchin had implicated on 6 May that Chinese officials tried to re-open
negotiation on areas that had already been negotiated. In the eyes of US negotiators, Chinese
officials' moves represented an erosion of commitments by China and a big change in direction
for the negotiation.

Regardless of Trump's tariff threat, China did not react violently. Instead, Chinese vice premier
Liu He still chose to visit Washington for the 11th round of trade talks during 9-10 May. However,
Liu failed to reach a trade deal with the Trump administration in his Washington trip, prompting
the latter to bring the tariff hike into effect.

We attribute China's attempt to re-negotiate with the US to President Xi's confidence in the
economy. In our view, China's success to stabilize its GDP growth (6.4% y/y) in Q1 on the back of
proactive and flexible monetary policy, might have already made President Xi believe that the
downside from a failed deal and higher US tariffs is diminished and that the need to hastily reach
an agreement with considerable concessions given to the US, is no longer desirable.

Though both the Chinese government and the Trump administration described the 11th round of
trade talks as constructive, investors obviously are no longer confident that the US and China can
reach a trade deal anytime soon. Market participants are now instead more wary of the risk of no
deal in the foreseeable future than they were in April or March.

We think the USD/CNH, which already reached as high as 6.87, will test 6.90 very soon (chart 1).
In fact, faced with much heavier tariffs, China will allow CNY to depreciate moderately as
compensation for the loss of trade competitiveness. Unless both US and China in the upcoming
12th round of trade talks succeed to make big progress, the markets will be starting to price a
subsequent imposition of 25% of the tariffs on the remaining USD325bn worth of Chinese goods.

That unavoidably will result in further extension of the USD/CNH's rally for 6.95 or even 7.00
during this summer.

Back to Index Page
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By Christopher Shiells, Managing Analyst EM

High Election Board decision risks sending foreign investors to the exits

The decision from the Turkish High Election Board to rerun the Istanbul mayoral election,
narrowly won by the country's main opposition party at the end of March, has once again thrown
the spotlight on the fragile Turkish Lira and Turkey's drift from democracy. It has crystallised one
of the main risks to the Lira we identified in mid-April - that being continued political uncertainty

and erosion of democratic independent institutions.

Back in March, the triumph of the Republican People's Party (CHP) candidate Ekrem Imamoglu in
the Istanbul mayoral contest was seen as a personal humiliation for President Erdogan, but as the
margin of victory was so slim (14k votes), the ruling AK Party disputed it from day one. Whilst
Erdogan himself seemed to initially swing between accepting the result and calling for an election

continued page 6
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re-run, he steadily turned up the heat declaring that election laws had clearly been violated
because private-sector employees were taken on as ballot officials instead of civil servants.

However, unless the High Election Board gives a credible and detailed explanation as to how it
came to deem the victory of Imamoglu as unfair, the Istanbul revote, scheduled for June 23, could
lead to social unrest and further censorship from the West, just as relations with the US sit on a
precipice over the purchase of the Russia missile defence system.

Increased Political Risk Sends Lira and TURKGBs lower

Leading up to the High Election Board's decision, the view was that President Erdogan would not
want to take such a huge risk at a time when Turkish markets and the economy are so fragile. In
fact, it was hoped that with the next elections some four years away that the post-election period
could be more conducive to economic reform and tackling long-standing structural weaknesses.

This hope has been dashed. and as such the Lira weakened to 7-mth lows vs the USD since the
decision, whilst the yield on the 10yr TURKGB bond surged circa 90bp to 19.60% (see dashboard
on previous page). This also undermines Finance Min Albayrak's claim that a re-run election would
not impact markets as the scenario was already priced in.

He was correct in some way, as Turkish markets have been selling off since the end of Jan. The
Lira has lost some 15% vs the USD (behind only the Ars as the year's worst performing EM
currency), whilst the yield on the 10yr bond has climbed well over 450bp. The latter reflecting
fears the CBRT will have to once again hike rates aggressively by waiting to act, and that the AK
Party will seek to secure victory at the rerun election by further increasing govt spending and
pressuring banks to lower borrowing costs.

The country's economy is still adjusting to a sharp depreciation of the lira in 2018, which
stemmed from external financing vulnerabilities and political risk. The Lira and TURKGBs remain
off the lows hit in Aug 2018, but recent instability has eroded the central bank's FX reserves and
depleted the capital of the nation's banks, thus there is little wiggle room for any loose policy
from the CB without causing another balance of payments crisis and sending inflation sky-high
again.

Resident dollarisation - driver of Lira weakness

However, the sell-off in Turkish markets has not been driven by foreign investors, with the latest
EPFR data in fact showing net flows into Turkey (using the country flows metric) have been
strongly positive so far in 2019 (please refer to dashboard) and whilst they have plateaued over
the past few weeks, there has been no negative reaction yet to the election uncertainty.

Instead it seems to be Turkish savers that have driven the Lira slide, as the dollarisation of
deposits has accelerated sharply this year (according to CBRT data - see dashboard). Turks have
shifted billions into FX deposits (mostly the US dollar), overwhelming the foreign inflows
highlighted by the EPFR data.

If flows turn like they did in late Q3 2018, then further Lira and TURKGB losses ahead

Risks remain stacked to the upside for Usd/Try and TURKGB yields, as the stage is set for another
credit boom to boost growth, which risks further credit rating downgrades. Fitch recently warned
that a serious deterioration in the domestic political scene/security situation/international
relations, and/or failure to rebalance and stabilise the economy could lead to another rating
downgrade. The fund flows data also suggests there is potential for further Lira and TURKGB
losses if foreign flows reverse, with the Aug 2018 levels easily achievable.

Below, the charts suggest that USD/TRY could extend to 6.4333 if 6.2282 is taken out, whilst the
10yr TURKGB yield could breach 20% and test 21.18%.

continued page 7
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• Builds from the recently completed six-month base over 5.1344 (29 November 2018 low) to
threaten 6.2282 (4 October 2018 lower high)

• Strengthening multi-timeframe studies combine with the bullish influence of the latest Golden
Cross (50/200DMAs) to suggest further gains

• Decisively above 6.2282 targets 6.4333/6.4646 (61.8% retrace of 7.2362/5.1344 fall and 18
September 2018 high), perhaps the six-month base target at 6.6232

• Any near-term corrective setbacks should hold over the recent base trigger at 5.8788 (3
January former high) and only below would delay for 5.7102 (17 April higher low)

• Corrected from 21.53 (13 Aug 2018 record high) to 13.82 (31 Jan low), before rebounding to
retrace just over 76.4% of this fall.

• Strengthening studies and an imminent Golden Cross (50/200DMAs) suggest initial tests of
20.48 (equality of 13.82/17.86 from 16.44).

• Beyond opens 21.18 (.5 projection of the long-term 6.81/21.53 rally from 13.82) which guards
the 21.53 record high.

• Near-term corrective dips are possible, but only below the 16.44/17.86 zone (17 April low/28
March former high) would damage upside scope.

Back to Index Page
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By David Corbell, IGM Head of Credit, Europe

Following a run of low volume weeks the Euro IG corporate market rediscovered its mojo last
week with volume jumping to EUR6.3bn from 11 separate lines.

That came after volume in the previous four weeks averaged just EUR2.525bn.

That tally was all the more impressive given that the issuance window was narrowed by a UK
holiday on the Monday while V-E Day (Wednesday) also took some players out of the game.

Higher issuance volumes also came despite steep falls in equity prices courtesy of a more
belligerent stance by US President Trump on trade, culminating in the application of increased
tariffs on Friday, following a pledge made by the US President before the week actually got going.

While the backdrop was rather unpromising, there was plenty of demand to go around with
orders totalling around EUR18.5bn and the average cover on this week's deals standing at a

relatively healthy 2.93 times.

That said, while investors were happy to take the plunge, there were some signs that pricing
power moved slightly in favour of buyers where the average NIC on the week's deals climbed to
7.25bps.

That average was given a slight lift on Friday as Baxter Int'l jumped in with a EUR1.5bn 2-part
reverse yankee trade.

Whatever the case, the secondary performance of last week's deals sent a generally reassuring
message where most were bid at or inside reoffer on Friday, providing some comfort for those
issuers included in the robust looking pipeline.

Back to Index Page
This is an excerpt from IGM’s Weekly Corp Wrap.  For the full piece see HERE.

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1490465
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
The first week of May saw EPFR-tracked Equity Funds post their third largest outflow year-to-date
as the souring tone of Sino-US trade negotiations provided fresh fuel for the ongoing rotation
from stock to fixed income and liquidity funds. So far this year, investors have pulled over $80
billion out of Equity Funds while committing a net $207 billion to Bond Funds and $22 billion to
Money Market Funds.

With hopes of a cut in US interest rates dented by the statement following the Federal Reserve’s
latest meeting, the tone of recent comments about the progress of the current round of trade
negotiations dealt another blow to investor appetite for risk assets. Emerging Markets Equity
Funds posted their seventh outflow in the past nine weeks and redemptions from High Yield Bond
Funds hit their highest level so far this year.

Overall, investors redeemed another $20.5 billion from EPFR-tracked Equity Funds during the
week ending May 8. They also withdrew $777 million from Alternative Funds and over $500
million from Balanced Funds while steering a net $7.1 billion into Bond Funds and $20.3 billion
into Money Market Funds.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, flows into UK and Canada Equity Funds climbed
to 13 and 14-week highs respectively, Spain and UK Bond Funds posted their second biggest
inflows so far this year and Thailand Bond Funds recorded their largest influx of fresh money since
mid-3Q15. Convertible, Bank Loan and Inflation Protected Bond Funds extended their current
redemption streaks while Mortgage Backed and Municipal Bond Funds both took in fresh money
for the 18th consecutive week.

The specter of the US and China at loggerheads over trade well into the second half of the year hit
both Commodities and Energy Sector Funds during the first week of May, with both groups seeing
over $1 billion redeemed. Sector Fund groups with defensive reputations continue to fare better.
Flows into Utilities Sector Funds climbed to a 15-week high and Consumer Goods Sector Funds
extended their longest inflow streak since mid-3Q18.

This defensive mind-set is reflected in the strong flows enjoyed so far this year by the group of
Sector Fund groups considered ‘bond proxies.’ So far this year they have absorbed a net $10.5
billion, posting inflows 13 of the past 17 weeks

Back to Index Page For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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By Rachel Bex, IGM Senior FX Analyst
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By Rachel Bex, IGM Senior FX Analyst

It's been the move we've been waiting for for some months, and the SEK hasn't disappointed as
the currency plays out its recent weakness with gumption.

EUR/SEK gains have been persistent ever since the Riksbank shifted to a less hawkish state of
mind last month, while broader market risk aversion via trade war woes coupled with fresh
concerns over Sweden's high labour costs/weak productivity growth have given macro funds
further reason to offload the Krona.

Eur/Sek has reached 10.8525 so far - the highest in almost 10 years (levels not seen since July
2009) - and the move will no doubt spark much discontentment among Riksbank members who
have recently suggested the Krona's weakness won't be prolonged, with the main CB view being
that the Sek should soon start to gradually strengthen.

But working in the Bank's favour are the financial economic factors at play. Currency depreciation
usually causes domestic inflation to rise, and thus the Sek's latest pullback could arguably help lift
the CPIF rate back towards the CB's 2% target, in turn boosting the case for rates to be lifted out
of negative territory in this cycle.

It's perhaps too early for these effects to be seen, but this week's Swedish inflation report (14th)
will nonetheless be eagerly eyed, as ever, for clues over the policy outlook.

The key CPIF rate is indeed seen rising to 2.0% in April from 1.8% in March. Such an outcome
could put a short sharp stop to the Sek's near term weakness, with selling headline strength thus
a possible pre-data trade of choice.

It's this reasoning that causes us to recommend a short-term "short" EUR/SEK trade. Entry at
market (ref: 10.8230), target 10.70, stop 10.91.

Techs also suggest the pair is looking stretched:

• Continues to advance sharply higher, with bulls now eyeing Fibonacci projections at 10.8612 &
10.8997

• Above targets 76.4% of the 2009-12 (11.7896-8.1771) fall at 10.9370

• Current leg higher off 10.3776 (1 Apr) is looking stretched, with Stochastics now well into
overbought territory, but bears would need to trade back through 10.6651/10.6478 to derail
the wider advance

Back to Index Page
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Extends the yield decline in a seven-month bear channel from 0.580 (10 October 2018 top)

to threaten -0.093 (2019 low - 27 March)

• Deteriorating daily-monthly studies suggest an eventual break opening -0.161 and the -

0.205 record low

• Only above 0.049 (30 April high, near channel resistance) and then 0.101 (17 April high)

would suggest near-term basing

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into any near-term yield strength as we await a break under -0.093 targeting -0.161/-0.205. 
Stop above the 0.049/0.101 resistance zone

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 0.275 2019 high - 18 January, just over 50% retrace of 0.580/-0.093 fall at 0.243 
R4 0.205 1 March 2019 lower high 
R3 0.164 38.2% retrace of 0.580/-0.093 fall 
R2 0.101 17 April 2019 reaction high 
R1 0.049 30 April 2019 lower high, just over seven-month bear channel resistance at 0.031 

Support Levels 

S1 -0.093 2019 low – 27 March 
S2 -0.161 27/30 September 2016 higher lows 
S3 -0.205 6 July 2016 record low, nr channel support & 1.236x 0.806/0.188 fall off 0.580 both at -0.184 
S4 -0.275 1.382 projection of 0.806/0.188 fall from 0.580 
S5 -0.421 1.618 projection of 0.806/0.188 fall from 0.580 
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

• Rebound off 6+ Year trendline (drawn off the 4 Jan 2013 & 22 Feb 2017 lows) keeps the wider 
bull trend intact

• The steeply rising 50-Month MA continues to underpin the multi-year advance 

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Scope is seen for a re-test of 10.0581, possibly 10.1595. Below 9.6698 threatens further 
congestion/potential topping.

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 10.2243 1x 8.3128-9.7482 rally projected off 8.7889 
R4 10.1595 24 December 2008 high 
R3 10.0581 27 December 2018 high 
R2 9.9939 21 December 2017 high 
R1 9.8807 8 March 2019 high 

Support Levels 

S1 9.6698 1 May 2019 low 
S2 9.5549 22 April 2019 low 
S3 9.3867 10 July 2018 low 
S4 9.2212 25 August 2017 low 
S5 8.7889 22 February 2017 low 
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Fell heavily from 1774 (July 2018 peak) to 595 (11 February base) before recovering to 1032

(near 38.2% retracement of the 1774/595 fall)

• Studies build, but while resistance between 1032-1184 caps the bounce, the downtrend is

favoured to resume

• Below former resistance at 730 (15 March high) would re-open the 595 base

• Only above the 1032-1184 barrier would avert the current downside threat and re-open

the 1406 lower high

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into near-term gains as we await a resumption of the nine-month downtrend re-opening 730. 
Stop and reverse on a clearance of 1184

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1406 17 December 2018 lower high 
R4 1324 61.8% retrace of 1774/595 fall 
R3 1184 50% retrace of 1774/595 fall, near 200DMA at 1179 
R2 1103 Nine-month falling trendline 
R1 1032 2 May 2019 high, just under 38.2% retrace of 1774/595 fall at 1145 

Support Levels 

S1 730 15 March 2019 former high 
S2 672 3 April 2019 minor higher low 
S3 595 2019 low – 11 February, just over 12 May 2018 higher low 
S4 455 1.236 projection of 1774/1003 fall from 1406 
S5 343 1.382 projection of 1774/1003 fall from 1406 
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